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The Sydney Front Recalled 
Glenn d’Cruz 
 
John Laws/Sade, The Sydney Front, The 
Performance Space, 1987 
 
The performance space, as I remember it, 
resembled a church hall. It certainly didn’t 
look like a purpose built theatre. I also vaguely 
remember milling around in some sort of 
courtyard before the performance. I recall being 
impressed by the fact that the play’s program 
contained a bibliography (which contained 
references to various French philosophers, 
Foucault, Barthes, Baudrillard, Derrida, perhaps). 
 
I think the audience were ushered into a foyer 
of sorts. Here, we found a number of large black 
cylinders. Each cylinder was about six feet high, 
and contained a series of holes. We were invited 
to put our hands through the holes. I remember 
the sense of shock and surprise when I felt 
naked human flesh. The holes were positioned 
throughout the entire length of the cylinders, so 
it was possible to touch a variety of different body 
parts. The physical contact between audience 
and performers felt strange, subversive of the 
convention that keeps these two parties removed 
from each other. 
 
I can’t recall whether the cylinders were removed. I 
think we were ushered into another area, which 
had a stage and a seating bank. Before entering 
this area, we had to file past an actor dressed like 
a policeman. He looked menacing, as he scanned 
the audience as they moved past him. I remember 
seeing a naked actor submerged in a bathtub filled 
with water. I think he had long, unkempt hair. I 
assumed he was playing the Marquis de Sade, 
although, on reflection, he was perhaps playing 
Jean-Paul Marat. I’m pretty sure that I recognized 
this tableau as belonging to Peter Weiss’ play, The 
Marat/Sade. 
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The sequence of events that followed jumbled 
in my mind. I can’t remember how the following 
scenes were arranged chronologically, but each 
image described below has stayed with me for 
almost a quarter of a century. 
 
An actor, naked from the waist down, but clad in 
some kind of tutu, appears upstage. He sings ‘You 
Make Me Feel Like a Natural Woman’. There is 
obviously nothing ‘natural’ about his performance. 
I recall that something was also happening 
downstage during the performance of the song. 
 
I remember an actor delivering a monologue 
about a subject I can’t recall while opening, and 
then eating a can of dog food. He consumed 
the contents of the can in a very matter-of-fact 
manner, displaying no sense of disgust at eating 
its contents. I wondered whether there was some 
trick to this performance. Did the actor merely put 
a dog food wrapper on a can of something more 
palatable to conventional taste? The performance 
constantly made me question the ‘reality’ of what 
I was seeing before me. 
 
A group of actors appeared in formation, and 
began to stomp hard on the floor. They gazed 
intently at the audience. I remember one female 
actor laughing semi-hysterically as she locked eyes 
with me. Needless to say, I found this attention a 
little uncomfortable and disconcerting. 
 
Excerpts from John Laws’ talkback radio were 
played at different points during the performance. 
 
My most vivid memory is of the naked actor in 
the bathtub being dragged across the stage by 
his genitals. Once again, I found myself trying to 
figure out how it might be possible to forcefully 
drag a man across a stage by the balls without 
inflicting severe pain. 
 
Two figures, the ones who entered the space on 
a motorcycle, were responsible for this act, which 
culminated in them stuffing what appeared to 
be cream buns up the fundament of the hapless 
fellow, who had spent most of the performance 
submerged in the bath. I think all three figures 
exited the space on the motorbike. 
 
I had no idea what this performance was about, 
but I felt thrilled and invigorated by it. I had never 
witnessed a theatre that even remotely resembled 
John Laws/Sade. I couldn’t stop thinking about. It 
made all the plays I’d seen up to that point seem 
lame, and tedious. What was the connection 
between the Sydney radio shock jock, renowned 
for his narrow-minded racist tirades, and the 
Marquis de Sade? And what of the references to 
the Peter Weiss play, most famously staged, after 
Artaud and Brecht, by the RSC under the direction 
of Peter Brook in 1964? Was the performance 
Artaudian? What was it trying to say about these 
canonical modernists? Surveillance, cruelty, 
the body, and biopower: these are some of the 
issues I think the play tried to address (hence the 
references to critical theory). 
 
These memories are vague. I can’t recall much 
specific detail. I remember the nudity, bits of the 
costuming. I think I may have seen a photograph 
or two published in a long defunct journal, 
Spectator/Burns, but apart from this, I haven’t 
set eyes on any other form of performance 
documentation. 
 
Eugenio Barba, once expressed that since theatre, 
for him at least, is an ephemeral event, and one 
that leaves few material traces, it is best archived 
in human memory. For Barba, memory is the most 
appropriate performance archive. Memory, as I 
will no doubt discover when I look at the video 
documentation of John Laws/Sade is a highly 
selective, and inefficient archive. Over the years, 
I have used my memory of this performance 
in various lectures and presentations about 
postmodernism and performance. In many ways 
the performance is exemplary of a certain strand 
of postmodernism. 
 
If postmodernist performance can be reduced 
to a series of stylistic and thematic tropes, then 
John Laws/Sade employs many of the motifs 
and techniques that have become staples of 
experimental performance over the last 30 
years or so: the use of multimedia, the parody 
of popular culture, pastiche as a compositional 
device, the refusal to present any kind of cogent 
‘story’ or embody ‘psychological’ characters 
with deep subjectivity. John Laws/Sade is more 
concerned with making the audience critically 
interrogate the codes and conventions that govern 
performance. The performance underscored 
the energetic exchange between spectators 
and performers that is always in play during a 
performance, and it challenged the notion that 
theatre as an art form possesses some kind of 
‘pure’ theatrical foundation. 
 
Postmodernism, for writers such as Nick Kaye, 
cannot, however, be reduced to a series of stylistic 
tropes and themes. Rather, postmodernism 
challenges the foundational assumptions of 
modernist performance, and the Enlightenment 
values and aspirations that are an integral part of 
Modernist avant-garde movements. John Laws/ 
Sade is perhaps most properly postmodern in the 
way it inhabits, utilizes and destabilizes modernist 
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performance genres. It is a political performance 
insofar as it demands that audiences change their 
mode of perception. After you have seen John 
Laws/Sade, it is impossible to view theatre in the 
same way again. 
